Great Service STANDARDS
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Great Service is arguably the most important operational component for any store
in The Coffee Club group. Great Service is the instigator for word-of-mouth referral
which, based on personal experience, is the most effective form of promotion. And,
the best part is – it costs nothing!
Satisfied customers will not only become loyal customers but will become
ambassadors for the brand. Unfortunately, service can be a double-edged sword;
a poor customer experience will generally be shared with 10 people and those 10
people will potentially tell another 10 people. That could be 100 people negatively
impacting on your stores reputation and The Coffee Club family as a whole, all from
one customer’s bad experience.
So what is Great Service? Great customer service is service when a customer’s
perception of the service experience consistently meets or exceeds his/her
expectations. In today’s market, Great Service is what will make The Coffee Club
stand apart from our competitors and remain the leader in the industries of hospitality
and franchising. To be effective, customer service should be consistently Great when
dealing with both internal and external customers. From the moment a customer
enters your store to the moment they leave, there are plenty of opportunities for you to
add value to the customer’s service experience.
The following handout is an easy-to-use guide to The Coffee Club’s Great Service
Standards. The Great Service Standards are built around the acronym Great to assist
you with remembering. You will find opportunities for adding value are highlighted
in blue, while service steps that should act as signals are in green. These Service
Standards are the basis for The Coffee Club Mystery Shopping Program the Great
Service Awards.
Please take the time to learn these standards – they will play an integral role in the
success of your store!
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Greet – All interactions are warm and friendly and build the service relationship.
Eye contact is made and both verbal and non verbal acknowledgements are given
with a smile. The customer is always priority and should be greeted as soon as they
enter the restaurant.

Represent the brand – both through personal and store presentation. Ensure
that The Coffee Club standards are followed at all times regarding personnel, team
uniforms and store presentation. No one represents your business better than you.

Engage with the customer – get to know their needs. Look for opportunities to
build the service relationship during the ordering process.

Add value to the customer’s experience. Explore how you can add that little
bit extra offering water, newspapers, colouring in books for children or providing
valuable follow up information. Adding value will leave a very strong impression.

Thank the customer. Every customer in The Coffee Club should be farewelled on
their departure, followed with a warm and sincere thank you and invitation to return
again soon, ensuring The Coffee Club always remains the answer to ‘Where Will I
Meet You?’
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Greet the Customer
Acknowledge the Customer
Both verbal and non-verbal acknowledgements should be given with a smile.
Customers should be acknowledged within 30 seconds of entering the restaurant and
directed to a table or asked where they would like to sit.
Customers should also be acknowledged:
•
At the entrance to the store
•
At the table
•
At the counter
•
At the display cabinet
•
At the retail display
Customers should always be a priority and should be served immediately.
Greet the Customer
Greet the customer as soon as they enter the store and warm the relationship.
Identify the customers needs:
•
‘Dining in or taking away?’
•
‘Waiting for other people?’
•
‘Do you have a reservation?’
•
‘Would you prefer to sit inside or outside / lounge or table?’
See ‘Engaging the Customer’ for more information.
2 Metre Rule
If a customer is within 2 metREs of you, you should always acknowledge them.
Communication & Service
Interactions with customers should be friendly and warm; build the service relationship.
Eye contact must be made with all customers.
Speak clearly and with confidence. Remember to smile!
Telephone Skills
Answer the telephone within 5 rings, using the welcoming
message below:
“Welcome to The Coffee Club (insert store name here) this
is (insert employee name here)”
Ask to place the person on hold if a customer is waiting at
the counter, then pick up the phone and thank the person for
holding.
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Represent the Brand
TCC Signage
Signage should be clean, clear and visible.
Current ISP’s must be displayed.
Appearance, Cleanliness
Entry areas should be clean and presentable.
Venue should be opened following venue-specific opening times and be ready for trade.
(CBR’s should be open until at least 10pm every night).
Counter, table tops and floor areas should be clean and free of rubbish.
Bench behind counter should be clutter-free.
Merchandising Display Cabinet should be neatly presented:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Price tags are straight and relevant to product
Cut edge of cake is displayed to customer
Products are full
Cardboard is removed from under products
Products are displayed relevant to time of day (ie. lunch, savoury products on top shelf)
Trays are free from finger prints, crumbs etc.
Glass is clean and smudge-free
Biscuit jars are full and aligned.

Store should be open and not noticeably preparing for closing (chairs up on tables,
mopping around customers feet, vacuuming) during trading hours.
Toilets (where applicable)
Customer toilets should be odourless and clean including no paper/cigarettes on the floor
and not being used for storage.
There should be sufficient consumables (toilet paper, soap and paper towels) available.
Dryers should be working.
Mirrors should be clean and free of smudges.
Waste paper bin should have a liner and be emptied regularly.
Toilets should be checked at regular intervals for cleanliness.

represent the brand
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Ambience
Background music should be suitable and the volume set according to time of day.
TV channels should be set according to the nature of the outlet.
Air conditioning, fire-places and heaters should be on where available and applicable
depending on the current temperature.
Light dimmers should be set according to specific time of day (where applicable).
All lights throughout the restaurant should be working and switched on.
Store should always appear to be open for trade and not noticeably preparing for closing
(chairs up on tables, mopping around customers feet, vacuuming) during trading hours.
Dress Code and Personal Presentation
Presented as per TCC Team Handbook
•
Clean, fresh and well-groomed
•
Hair tied back (if longer than shoulder length)
•
Clean hands
•
Jewellery as per TCC standards
•
Uniform is clean and ironed
•
Black, enclosed shoes
•
Own name badge worn
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Engage the Customer
Identify needs
Engage with your customers to establish their needs and requirements:
•
‘Would you prefer to sit inside or outside?’
•
‘Quick meal before movies?’
•
‘Can I get you a highchair?’
•
‘It’s your birthday is it?’
•
‘Do you already know what you would like to order?’
Aid the customer in the decision making process.
Ask yourself how you can exceed the customer’s expectations.
Body Language
Recognise signals from your customers through the body language they use. Such as:
•
Checking their watch could indicate they are on a time frame or have waited a long time.
•
Waving or making eye contact could indicate they are trying to gain your attention.
•
Appearing hostile or avoiding eye contact when you are serving them could indicate that
		
they don’t wish to engage in conversation.
Taking First Order
Suggestive selling techniques should be used with consideration to RSA.
Customers should be handed menus within 2 minutes of arrival. Menu should be served
open to the customer. (Menus should indicate the table has been seen to and is waiting to
order. If only one customer and multiple menus if could indicate the customer is waiting for
others to arrive).
At this time, the following processes must also be followed:
•
Greet the table.
•
Customers should be advised of any delays (more than 10 minutes on coffee or
more than 20 minutes on meals).
•
Take orders for drinks at this time (and meals if the customers are ready).
•
The Coffee Club Spring Water, sparkling water or tap water should be offered to the
		
table along with their other drinks.
•
Customers should be advised of Chef’s Choices (lunch and dinner) and any daily
		
promotions.
•
Offer starters if time applicable.
•
Repeat the order.
•
Customer should be thanked with a smile.
•
Menus should be removed from the table if customer is
		
not ordering meals or has ordered meals already.

engagethecustomer
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Processing Order
Process all drink orders (before you take the next table’s order). This should be done using
a written docket and then using the POS.
Cross each item off your note pad as you enter it into the POS.
Check order against the POS entry prior to sending.
Where customers require more than one table, the order should be entered into the POS
on the higher number. For example: Table 32 and 31 are set together, all orders should
be entered on table 32.
Delivering the Drinks
All drinks should be received in less than 10 minutes from when the customer ordered.
Check that coffee and drinks are presented as per The Excellent Coffee Manual.
All drinks should be delivered to the customer using a tray. The only exception allowed
would be if a table has ordered one or two hot drinks only. You may also carry plates
without a tray such as when delivering cakes.
If unable to run an entire order in one go, cross off the items you have run from the docket
so other team members know the progress of the order.
Drinks should be delivered to the right hand side of each customer (when seating allows).
Fingers should be on the bottom half of the glass or bottle.
All bottled drinks are to be poured at the table unless otherwise indicated by the customer.
Pour all soft drinks, water, wine and beer ensuring that that bottle does not touch the glass
during pouring.
A chilled glass with ice and a straw should be offered with all soft drinks/mineral water.
A glass should be offered with all bottled beers and other bottled products.
Glasses and/or cups should be spotless and cold/warm (as appropriate).
“Enjoy your drinks” (or similar statement) should be used.
All interactions should be conducted with a smile.
Remember: Serve from the right – clear from the left
* If customers are ready, main course orders may also be taken
at this time (as per the process below).

engagethecustomer
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Alcohol Service
Ask the customers if they have had a chance to look at any of the wines available on the
menu and if they require any assistance.
Ask the customers ordering wine if they would like their wine brought out straight away or
later with their main courses.
Glasses should be delivered to all customers drinking wine.
Glasses should be positioned on a cocktail napkin just above the knife/cutlery on the
customer’s right hand side.
Use the opportunity to up-sell bottles or glasses of wine when the main course orders are
being recorded.
Check RSA
RSA standards should be observed according to legislation.
RSA checks should be conducted constantly by all employees.
Taking Food Orders
Take food orders after a short period (2 minutes) away from table, unless the customers
indicate otherwise. Watch for signs that customers are ready to order (e.g. stopped reading
menu, signalling or making eye contact).
Ask the customers if they are ready to order.
Effort to add value should be made.
Write order on docket (as per The Coffee Club Operations Manual).
Customers should be invited to order more drinks if they have had the opportunity to
consume their first drink or didn’t order when initially offered.
Repeat the order back to the customer.
Clear menus from table unless otherwise indicated by the customer (this indicates the
customer has ordered meals).
Process table order before you take orders from other tables.
If there are no menus on the table but the customer has water,
they could be waiting for drinks only or missing cutlery. Check
POS if unsure of the order progress.

engagethecustomer
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Setting the table
Return to the table with appropriate settings within two minutes (this indicates that the table
has ordered meals and are waiting for meal delivery).
Cutlery should always be carried on a tray.
Set appropriate cutlery on the customers left. Cutlery is to be placed on a rectangular
folded napkin (cutlery is not to be rolled).
When breads or entrées have been ordered, side plates should be placed on the left side of
the customer.
Side plates and entrée cutlery should be cleared within 5 minutes of customers finishing
their entrées (this indicates customers are ready to receive mains). At this point, the table
should be reset for mains.
Ask the customer if they are ready for their main courses.
The kitchen team should be notified that the table is ready to receive main meals i.e.
“Entrees away for Table 6” or use the POS (check your store policy).
Serving Wine
Once the wine order has been taken, prepare the table with wine glasses and a wine
bucket (white wine only):
•
•
•
		
•

Select the appropriate number of glasses for all customers who will be drinking wine
A tray should be used when carrying the wine glasses to the table
All wine glasses should be placed on top of a cocktail napkin on the top right hand
side of the customer
For white wine, place the wine bucket on the right side of the host (or the customer
who ordered the wine).

•

For red wine, place the bottle on a side plate and napkin in the centre of the table.

Serving wine by the bottle:
•
		

Present the un-opened bottle of wine with the label facing towards the customer
who ordered the wine. Confirm with the customer that the selected wine is correct.

•

Once confirmed, open the bottle of wine at the table.

•
		

Pour for the customer who ordered the wine first and
then continue clockwise to all remaining customers.

•

Return wine to it’s place (wine bucket for white wine or
plate and napkin for red).

engagethecustomer
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Delivering the Food Order
Meals should be received within 20 minutes of the customer ordering.
Ensure that orders are cleared from kitchen/heating lights within 1 minute.
Check the meal and ensure:
•
it is to The Coffee Club standards
•
it is the meal indicated on the docket
•
any modifications have been catered for (i.e. no butter).
Keep fingers on the outside rim of the plate so they don’t come into contact with any food
on the plate.
Deliver the order and ensure your customers have all the appropriate settings, sauces,
napkins etc.
Each meal should be announced prior to placing on table.
All meals (where practical) should be delivered to the right hand side of he customer.
Cracked pepper (where applicable) should be offered to all customers after all meals have
been delivered.
Customers should be invited to “enjoy their meals” (or similar statement).
Remove any empty glasses crockery etc.
Ask Customers if they require any beverages, (e.g. ‘Would you like another coffee, Frappe,
Glass of wine?’ etc).
During the meal
Person who delivered the meal should return to the table within 5 minutes and check:
•
for meal satisfaction - “How are your meals?” or something similar
•
If there is anything else they can get for the customer
Any feedback is dealt with appropriately and any problems are to be dealt with immediately:
•
Listen to the customer
•
Acknowledge the issue
•
Take action to have the issue rectified
•
Thank the customer
•
Encourage the customer to return

Opportunity taken to sell more drinks if first drinks are
consumed.
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Between Service
Glasses should be cleared within 5 minutes of a customer finishing his/her drink.
Where possible, glasses are to be cleared using a tray.
Glasses may be cleared by hand (without a tray) when the primary purpose of being in an
area is not to clear glasses. Such as returning to the bar or kitchen after delivering meals.
Plates should be cleared by hand and not trays or wash tubs.
After Meal
Customers should be asked if they require any beverages, (e.g. ‘Would you like another
coffee, Coke, Glass of wine?’ etc).
Customers who finish their meals earlier than others on the same table, may be offered to
have their plates cleared to make more space.
Plates etc. should be cleared from the left.
Offering Dessert
Customers should be offered the opportunity to peruse the selection of cakes in the display
cabinet.
Product knowledge should be displayed by team members to customers who show interest
in ordering a dessert.
Table Presentation
Table tops should be cleared and cleaned within 3 minutes of a customer’s departure.
Reset and clean the table after customers depart:
•
chairs pushed in and aligned
•
table talkers centered and facing in a uniform direction
•
salt/pepper and sugars are full
•
table talkers are free from rubbish
•
Table is sanitised
When unable to clear/clean the table in one trip, place the table talker on the chair (as a
signal that the table has not been fully reset).
Highchairs should also be wiped and sanitised after each use.
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Add Value to the Customer
Add value to Customer Experience
Constantly look for opportunities to add value to the customer experience:
•
Does the customer require physical assistance?
•
If customer indicates that they are on a tight schedule, current wait times are
		
advised.
•
Be aware of total service environment by anticipating customer needs where
possible (e.g. highchairs, newspapers, water, offering cracked pepper etc).
•
What can you do to add the ‘WOW!’ factor?
Add monetary value
Use suggestive selling, up-selling and second selling techniques. For example:
•
Glasses of wine to a bottle
•
Side salad or hot chips
•
Another coffee or cold drink
•
Entrées/breads offered
•
Wine or beer is offered where appropriate
•
Meats offered with salads
Suggestive selling should only be used once or twice – don’t be pushy.
Never offer the smaller option i.e. ‘Would you like a bottle of wine with your meal?’ rather
than ‘Can I get you both a glass of wine?’
Consider the time of day i.e. raisin toast with a coffee in the morning, offering starters in the
evening.
Personal Selling	
Team members must have full menu knowledge prior to serving customers.
Team members should actively promote in-store promotions.
Team members should be aware of promotions throughout the venue such as daily targets.
Specific promotions should be mentioned to customers.
Team members should make the effort to add value to every
customer experience.
The Rule of 3
Remember the rule of 3 – customers should be asked if they 		
require drinks on a minimum of 3 separate occasions:
1.
When first placing their order
2.
During service
3.
When clearing the table
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Thank the Customer
Process the Account
When the customer no longer wants to make a purchase, they should be asked if they
would like their bill.
The bill is to be brought to the table:
•
Check the account before delivery
•
Do not stand at the table and wait for money/credit card unless the customer pays
		
immediately
•
Return for collection promptly
•
Offer to process the money. eg. ‘Would you like me to take care of that for you?’ or
		
something similar
•
Return processed payment receipt, on a plate with a napkin or in a bill/cheque
		
folder
•
Customer should be thanked for their patronage
* If a customer is paying with a card that has a PIN and no wireless EFTPOS machine is
available, they should be directed to the counter to pay unless wireless EFTPOS is available.
Thank the customer
If a customer is within view when they are leaving, they must be thanked and invited to
return (“We hope to see you again soon” or something similar).
Closing Time
When preparing for close:
•
Do not stack chairs/tables, mop front of house or wrap cake cabinet prior to closing time
•
Customers should be informed 15 minutes prior to closing and offered last drinks (not to
be served in takeaway cups)
•
The Coffee Club is a welcoming and relaxed meeting place and therefore ‘OPEN FOR
		
BUSINESS’ all the way up to closing time
•
The kitchen remains open for trade as long as the restaurant is open for trade

